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Executive Summary 

 
In this report, the development of the multiscale environment of Deepen in WP4 is described. 

The Open Source Interface (OSI) has been implemented based on the UNICORE framework 

and allows the execution of simulation workflows involving different modelling tools. Based on 

the common data format specifications provided in the previous tasks and the requirements 

of the simulation protocols, the Application Interfaces needed by the UNICORE framework 

have been implemented. These objects contain an application specific section where the 

parameters to be used for multiscale linking between the simulation tools are defined. Through 

these Application Interfaces and the CDF data structure, the workflows describing the 

multiscale simulations have been implemented in the OSI. As a result of Deliverable D4.2, a 

demonstration version of the Deepen OSI is presented, which include two complete workflows 

ready for execution. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Object of this report is the description of the development in WP4 of the multiscale 

environment, which is at the core of the project. In fact, the Open Source Interface (OSI) will 

allow the execution of simulation workflows involving different modelling tools, operating at 

different length scales and based on different physical models. The aim is to develop an 

integrated multiscale simulation capability for predictive design of innovative materials and 

nanostructures for applications in photonic and electronic devices.   

WP4 is dedicated to the development, implementation and testing of the OSI. Previously, in 

Task 4.1 a common data format (CDF) has been defined and implemented, based on relevant 

I/O parameters, as provided in WP2 and WP3 in Task 2.1 and 3.1. In the second year of the 

project, Task 4.2 has been devoted to the implementation of the workflows describing the 

multiscale simulation protocols in the UNICORE framework. As a result of Task 4.2 activity, a 

demonstration version of the Deepen OSI is presented, which include two complete workflows 

ready for execution. 

In the following sections, the developing steps required to the implementation of the OSI are 

described in details. In Section 2 the implementation of HDF datatypes based on the Deepen 

common data format (CDF) developed in Task 4.1 will be discussed. Then Section 3 will 

illustrate the developing of the required widgets in the UNICORE framework. These widgets 

include both GridBean Apps for the description of each simulation tool and the widgets used 

for the translation to and from CDF (Translators). In Section 4 the two Workflows implemented 

for the demonstration are presented and described in details. Section 5 provides an overview 

of the Deepen Multiscale environment developed in Task 4.2, while finally Section 6 gives an 

outlook of the next activities of WP4.  

 

2 Datatype implementation based on CDF  

2.1 Introduction 

In the previous task 4.1 CDF has been implemented, based on HDF5 open source format. 
HDF5 has been chosen due to its many important features beneficial for scientific data 



storage. In particular, it offers platform-independent binary data storage with optional 
compression and hierarchical data ordering. Also, data are stored with alphanumeric tags, so 
that one can examine a HDF5 file’s contents with no knowledge of how the file writing program 
was coded.  
 

2.2 HDF datatypes implemented in CDF 

In the task 4.2 we implemented in our api a subset of all the datatypes natively supported by 
the format: String, Float, Integer and Array. 

While String, Float and Integer, being atomic type, do 
not need further explanation, we will give a brief 
description of the Array type. Many scientific datasets 
have multiple values for each point in a space. There 
are several natural ways to represent these data, 
depending on the variables and how they are used in 
computation (Table 2.1). The HDF Array datatype 

defines the data element to be a homogeneous multi-
dimensional array. The elements of the array can be 
any HDF5 datatype, the size of the datatype is the 
total size of the array. It is not possible to split up a 
dataset of array datatype in its data components 
during I/O operations;  the entire array of the data 
elements must be transferred. If the data elements 
need to be accessed separately, e.g., by plane, then 
the array datatype should not be used. Table 2.2 

shows advantages and drawbacks of the different 
storage methods. 
 

 

Storage 
Strategy 

Stored as Remarks 

Mulitple 
planes 

Several datasets 
with identical 
dataspaces 

This is optimal when variables are accessed 
individually, or when only a selection of  variables 
are typically used. 

Additional 
dimension 

One dataset, the last 
"dimension" is a 
vector of variables 

This can give a good performance, although 
selecting only a few variables may be slow. The 
physical representation may not correspond to 
the definition. 

Record with 
multiple 
values 

One dataset with 
compound datatype 

This enables the variables to be read all together 
or selected. Also handles "vectors" of 
heterogeneous data. 

Vector or 
Tensor value 

One dataset, each 
data element is a 
small array of 
values. 

This uses the same amount of space as the 
previous two, and may be a better representation 
of  the physical world. 

Table 2.1 

  

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

a) 
Multiple 
Datasets 

 Easy to access each 
plane, can select any 
plane(s) 

 Less efficient to access a 'column' 
through the planes 

Figure 2.2-1 Figure 2.2-1 



b) 
N+1 
Dimension 

 All access patterns 
supported 

 Must be homogeneous datatype.  
 The added dimension may not make 

sense in the scientific model 

c)  
Compound 
Datatype 

 Can be 
heterogeneous 
datatype 

 Planes must be named, selection is by 
plane 

 Not a natural representation for a matrix 

d) 
Array 

 Cannot access 
elements separately 
(no access by plane) 

 A natural representation for vector or 
tensor data 

Table 2.2 

 

2.2.1 API 

Low level methods to create datasets, not available as public APIs, have been written using 

the override technique. Thus, methods require the same types and the same number of 

parameters except for the dataset type that can be String, integer or double. Below is the 

method for String dataset. 

createDataset(int file_id, String datasetname, long[] dims, String[] 

dset_data, String groupName, byte[] attribute_units, byte[] 

field_description) 

For the Array datatype, the method is slightly different because it requires also to define the 

rank of array (rank), the dimension of dataset (dim0) and the number of arrays 

(num_arrays). Below the signature of method createDataset for Array datatype. 

createDataset(int file_id, String datasetname, int rank, int dim0, 

long[] dims, int num_arrays, double[][][] dset_data, String 

groupName, byte[] attribute_units, byte[] field_description) 

Thanks to the High level APIs, instead, the developer of a CDF translator does not need to 

know all the implementation details; in fact the methods of these High level APIs require just 

a limited number of parameters.  

Below the prototype of the two methods for I/O. 

List<DataResult> getResult(String softwareName, String dataName) 

setResult(String softwareName, Map<String, DataResult> data) 

where DataResult is 

 

DataResult { 

   String groupName; 

   String dataDescription; 



   String dataUnits; 

   List<?> arrayData; 

} 

 

2.3 CDF structure 

 

HDF in general can be browsed like a unix filesystem, so, in order to organize data to be 

written in a file, we chose to create a hierarchical  representation similar to a path. 

In Figure 2.3-1 we can see an example 

diagram of the cdf structure in the case of the 

data handled by the OpenMX tool. Here the 

basic elements of HDF5 are shown: 

datasets, attributes, and groups. OpenMX 

block is a group that contains several 

datasets (HWire, LeftH0, RightS0, etc.). 

Each dataset contains one mandatory block 

with data (in red) and an optional block 

(units) that can contain the dataset metadata 

(description, units, etc.). 

In the Figure 2.3-2 we show a picture of the 

CDF implementation of this schema. 

root / 

units 

openmx 

HWire Central region 
Hamiltonian 

units 

LeftH0 Left lead layer 
Hamiltonian 

units 

RightS0 Right lead layer 
overlap matrix 

Simulation tool 
group

Figure 2.3-1 Figure 2-2 Figure 2.3-1 



 

Figure 2.3-2 

The figure above is a screenshot of the content of a HDF file obtained from HDFView, a visual 

tool for browsing HDF files, developed by the HDF group. On the left side we can see the 

structure of the file organized in directories (groups) and files (datasets), on the right side we 

find two expanded datasets (HWire and LeftS1). 

 

2.4 Database parameters 

 

The database parameters identified in the previous tasks (see D2.1) have been organized in 

groups in order to create a hierarchical structure taking into account the relations existing 

between them. This can facilitate the access to a particular parameter in the database to users 

who did not create that database. 

In the following the list of the defined groups with their related parameters. 

Geometry/crystal structure: Description of Material: 

lattice vectors, position, atom type, material name 

Mechanical/Piezoelectric properties: 

piezoelectric coefficients, elasticity 



Solver parameters: 

TB parameters, k•p (Luttinger) parameters, Internal strain parameters, VFF parameters 

Bulk Parameters: 

Band gap, Band gap bowing, Valence band offset  

Electronic band structure parameters: 

alloy concentration 

conduction band ID  -  valence band ID 

Valley ID 

Data: 

effective mass  

band energy 

alpha 

deformation potentials 

 

 

 

 

2.5 Database structure 

 

HDF hierarchical structure 

allows database 

implementation using a 

combination of groups and 

datasets. In Figure 2.5-1 we can 

see a block diagram scheme of 

the db structure. Under the root 

a group named with the 

material name contains all the 

other groups as seen in the 

previous paragraph (geometry, 

band-structure-params, 

property, solver params). Here 

we can see the three datasets 

in the geometry group (atom 

type, lattice vectors, positions). 

Each dataset has two optional 

fields, called attributes, 

description and units. The first one can be used to explain the contents of the dataset. The 

second one is used for storing 

units of measurement or 

format of the dataset. 

The Figure 2.5-2 shows the implementation of the previous block scheme. We can also 

Figure 2.4-1 
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Figure 2.5-1 



appreciate the hierarchical 

structure for the band-structure-

params group as shown in 

Figure 2.5-1. Each alloy 

concentration group   contains 

all the groups for conduction 

bands and value bands.  

The grey box shows the 

metadata for the lattice vectors 

dataset. The use of exhaustive 

metadata is of fundamental 

importance for shared 

databases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 Developing of UNICORE environment  

3.1 Introduction 

 

The OSI developed in Deepen has been implemented in the framework of UNICORE system. 

To this aim, two kinds of application software objects (GridBeans) for UNICORE have been 

developed for each tool involved in the workflows describing the multiscale simulation 

protocols. The first object, in the following Application Interface, is needed to handle the 

access to the tool in the UNICORE-based OSI. The second, in the following called CDF 

Translator, is dedicated to the translation from the tool native file format to the CDF and vice 

versa. In the following, the implementation of these objects will be described in details. 

 

Figure 2.5-2 



3.2 Overview of UNICORE system 

 

UNICORE is a general-purpose software suite providing access to compute resources as well 

as data resources. It follows the latest standards from the Grid and Web services world and 

offers a rich set of features to its users. UNICORE can be used in e-infrastructures of any 

nature and without limitations on the type of computing resource. Single PCs, cluster systems, 

or HPC systems are supported as well as different storage types. Data management 

functionality includes file transfer and metadata handling. UNICORE‘s flexible security 

architecture enables many usage scenarios. All UNICORE software is available as Open 

Source under BSD license from the UNICORE website (www.unicore.eu). 

 

3.2.1 UNICORE architecture 

For developing and testing purpose an UNICORE GRID service has been installed and 

configured. Moreover, a Certification Authority has been implemented in order to create the 

digital certificates needed to access the grid system. In the following, the description of the 

architecture implemented for the project environment will be provided. 

The architecture of UNICORE is three-layered: client layer, service layer and system layer. 

 

3.2.1.1 Client layer 

On the client layer, several client components are available to the users, ranging from the 

command-line interface named UCC, the Eclipse-based UNICORE Rich Client, to the 

programming API named HiLA . Deepen is based on the Eclipse-based UNICORE Rich Client 

(URC) that offers the full set of functionalities to the users in a graphical representation. It 

provides a useful graphical view of the Grid, which can be filtered in order to find specific 

resources, services or files. Detailed resource requirements for jobs (e.g. required number of 

CPUs, amount of RAM) can be specified. Users are enabled to design complex scientific 

workflows that combine several applications to automate the completion of difficult tasks. 

 

3.2.1.2 Service layer 

The service layer comprises all services and components of the UNICORE Service-Oriented 

Architecture (SOA) based on WS-RF 1.2, SOAP, and WS-I standards. 

Gateway: the component acts as the entry point to a UNICORE site and performs the 

authentication of all incoming requests. 

UNICORE/X: is the heart of a UNICORE site. Via WSRF compliant web services it provides 

access to storage resources, file transfer services and job submission and management 

services. 

IDB: the Incarnation Data Base is used during job incarnation, i.e. the mapping of the abstract 

job description (in JSDL) to the concrete job description for a specific resource (a tool 

executable). Information about available applications and resource characteristics has to be 

defined in this database. 

http://www.unicore.eu/


XUUDB: is the user database and provides a mapping from X.509 certificates to the actual 

users' logins and roles. 

REGISTRY: like many service-oriented environments, a global service registry is available, 

where the different services can register once they are started. A single service registry is 

necessary to build-up and operate a distributed UNICORE infrastructure. This service registry 

is contacted by the clients in order to "connect to the Grid". 

WORKFLOW ENGINE: the workflow support in UNICORE is implemented as a two-layered 

architecture consisting of a workflow engine and the service orchestrator layer. The workflow 

engine deals with high-level workflow execution, offering a wide range of control constructs 

SERVICE ORCHESTRATOR: this layer is responsible to executing the individual tasks in a 

workflow, handling job execution and monitoring on the Grid. Different brokering strategies are 

implemented to find the best suited resources for each workflow step 

 

3.2.1.3 System layer 

On the system layer, the TSI (Target System Interface) component is the interface between 

UNICORE and the individual resource management/batch system and operating system of 

the Grid resources. In the TSI component the abstracted commands from the Grid are 

translated to system-specific commands, e.g. in the case of job submission, the specific 

commands like qsub of the local resource management system are called. The TSI component 

is performing the proper setting of the user ID and invocation of his environment. 

 

 

3.3 Application Interface GridBeans 

 

The graphical UNICORE Rich Client (URC) provides an easy access to UNICORE managed 

resources. Among other functionalities, it supports the creation and configuration of various 

types of application Grid jobs via graphical interfaces, the so called GridBeans. Users can 

create an application Grid job with less effort, by using the GridBeans graphical user interface 

which represents the application‘s behavior. In this way, users do not need any knowledge of 

the details about the format of application start parameters neither need to be aware of 

technical details regarding submitting and executing jobs in the Grid. 

The GridBean concept is a plugin technology for graphical UNICORE clients that abstracts 

from applications. Fundamentally, it offers methods for creating standard job descriptions and 

submitting jobs via standardized Web services. Furthermore, interfaces for file input/output, 

resource management and environment variable are provided for the users’ interactions. 

Application specific GridBeans offer additional specific graphical user interfaces, which 

provide user changeable representations of application parameters and input/output data.  



 

Figure 3.3-1 

In the Figure 3.3-1 we can appreciate the anatomy of a GridBean App. At the center of the 

UNICORE App is the UNICORE App Model, providing a generic way to store and retrieve 

information about a particular job configuration. The parameters to be stored in a UNICORE 

App can be categorized in input parameters, output parameters, and additional data. Most of 

this data will be used to create a job description for submission to a UNICORE target system. 

To the right of the UNICORE App Model, a column called Generic Panels is shown. This 

contains generic user interface panels to edit and view parameters of the model. The generic 

panels are always present in any UNICORE App.  To the left of the UNICORE App Model, 

there is  a column called UNICORE App Plugin. The UNICORE App Plugin is the application 

specific GUI portion of the UNICORE App.  Beside defining application specific parameters 

and adding them to the UNICORE App Model, a UNICORE App developer would typically 

create a set of application specific input and output panels and add them to the UNICORE 

App.  GUI elements within these panels will then be linked with the model elements, such that 

the user settings will be stored in the UNICORE App Model automatically.   

 

 

3.3.1 Implementation of a GridBean 

 

A GridBean consists of two modules: 

• one job description generation module 



• one user interface module 

The job description generation module (GridBean Model) extends AbstractGridBean, 

which inherits two interfaces and thus provides the following functions: 

• storing named GridBean parameters (from the interface IGridBeanModel) 

• generating job description using these stored parameters (from the interface 

IGridBean) 

There may be several user interface modules. They inherit from IGridBeanPlugin and 

provide the following: 

• the set of input panels (from the interface IGridBeanPanel) 

• the set of output panels (from the interface IGridBeanPanel) 

• methods for loading data from and storing data to the GridBean Model 

• validating input data 

 

Each GridBean has an underlying model object. This model object is for: 

• storing data 

• creating the job (usually in JSDL), that may be submitted to a target system or will be 

used within a workflow definition 

This object defines the logic of the GridBean and is independent of any graphical user 

interface. In order to implement the GridBean Model, we have to create a new class that 

inherits from the class com.intel.gpe.gridbeans.AbstractGridBean. 

The GridBean Model can be used similarly to a Hashmap.  

The client application requests the GridBean to generate a job description by calling 

IGridBean.setupJobDefinition(Job). 

In the GridBean Model, all input and output parameters for the job to be created should be 

declared. This step refers to input and output files that the application takes/produces and 

environment variables that should be set during job execution. For declaring an input or 

output parameter, these steps are followed: 

• Choose and declare a Name for the parameter 

• Define the parameter by creating an Object of type 

com.intel.gpe.gridbeans.IGridBeanParameter.  

This object stores information like the parameter name, type (e.g. single file, fileset, 

environment variable) and whether it is an input or output parameter. 

• Add the IGridBeanParameter object to either the input or output parameters of 

the GridBean-Model with the method: getInputParameters().add(param) 

• Set the initial value of the parameter in the GridBean Model (using the chosen Name 

as a key and an Object of type 

com.intel.gpe.gridbeans.IGridBeanParameterValue as value) 



 

3.3.1.1 User Interface 

 

GridBeans may provide one or more graphical user interfaces, called "plugins", for user 

interaction. 

Plugins are responsible for the communication between a user and the GridBean. 

A plugin provides: 

• a set of input panels; 

• a set of output panels. 

The following steps are need in order to write a Swing based GridBean plugin 

• Create one or more panels that inherit from 

com.intel.gpe.gridbeans.plugins.swing.panels.GridBeanPanel 

• Create a new class that extends 

com.intel.gpe.gridbeans.plugins.swing.GridBeanPlugin 

Each GridBean panel will have a couple of controls. For linking a control to a parameter, a 

value translator and a value validator should be specified. 

A translator is an object implementing IValueTranslator that translates the original value 

contained in the graphical component into the GridBean's internal value representation. 

A validator is an object implementing IValueValidator that validates the translated value 

of the graphical component and provides the error message in the case of invalid value (e.g., 

the validator may check that an input value is not empty). 

 

3.4 Developed Application Interfaces  

 

In the following, we provide a description of all the GridBean Apps, which have been 

developed as Application Interfaces for the tools used in the project. 

3.4.1 OMEN GridBean 

One of the tools involved in the project is OMEN. This is a command line software where the 

parameter is the input file name. Below the four panels (Input, Files, Variables, Resources) of 

the developed OMEN GridBean are reported. 

The Input Panel is used to specify only the input file name.  

The Files Panel is used to define file imports from local file system, remote locations or 
preceding activities in a workflow. File exports to remote locations can also be set up here. 
Furthermore, user can explicitly specify whether the imported/exported files should be deleted 
after job termination. 
 



 

Figure 3.4.1-1 - Input and Files Panels 

 
 
The Variables Panel can be used to edit or add the application’s input parameters directly, 
bypassing the entries which are automatically set by the application specific panels. 
   
All parameters are passed to the application via environment variables. 

 

 
 
Figure 3.4.1-2 - Variables and Resources Panel 

 
The Resources Panel can be used to specify resource requirements of the job, like the number 
of CPUs needed for a calculation or the amount of memory. Furthermore, scheduled start time 
of jobs can be specified (i.e. set the time when job is submitted to the batch system). The tree-
like view on the Grid to the right is used to change the selected target system for job execution. 
The list of suitable target systems is updated when changing resource requirements. 
Conversely, the set of resource requirements change when a different target system is 
selected. 
 



 

3.4.2 TiMeS GridBean 

Also TiMeS is a command line tool and needs the input file name as parameter.  

The Input Panel of TiMeS GridBean, as for OMEN, asks only the input file name needed by 

the tool. 

Files and Variables Panels work in the same way of 

OMEN corresponding panels. 

   Resources Panel looks the same for all the GridBeans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.3 OpenMX GridBean 

OpenMX requires two parameters on the command line. Therefore, in the Input Panel, users 

have to specify the input file name and the output file name.  

 

Figure 3.4.2-1 – Input, Files and Variables Panels 



 

Figure 3.4.3-1 - Input and Files Panels 

 

 

 

In the Variables Panel below, we can appreciate the difference with the two previous 

GridBeans. In fact, here a second variable named OUTPUTFILENAME is present and its value 

will be used when OpenMX will be executed. 

 

 

Figure 3.4.3-2 - Variables Panel 

 

 



3.4.4 Quantum ESPRESSO GridBean 

Quantum ESPRESSO comprises a set of executables, so, in the Input Panel, users have to 

select also which tool they want to run. Another difference with the previous presented tools 

is the field number of CPUs. The value inserted here is needed by the command line of the 

tool and can also be different (minor or equal) from the value specified in the Resources 

Panel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the Variables Panel, we can see how all the needed variables are correctly defined. 

 

3.4.5 Wannier90 GridBean 

Wannier90 is a command line tool which needs two parameters. So in the Input Panel we 

provide the field for the input file name and another one for the option codes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5 CDF Translators 

 

To implement the project workflows in UNICORE, several GridBean objects, here called CDF 

Translators, have been developed for each tool involved in the workflow. The CDF Translators 

perform the translation of  the tool native file format to the CDF and vice versa. In this way, 

output provided from each tool is made available to other tools included in the workflow. If a 

new tool has to be included in the workflow, there is no need to know the details of the 

Figure 3.4.4-1 Input and Variables Panels 

Figure 3.4.5-1 - Input and Variables Panels 

 



proprietary format of all the other tools. One only needs to implement in UNICORE the CDF 

Translators for its tool format. Documentation and tutorials to help implementation of CDF as 

well as GridBean Apps will be provided at the end of the Project. In this way, interoperability 

between simulation tools will be assured even in future applications which will extend the 

Multiscale environment developed in Deepen   

Let us now see in more details the CDF Translators. They are comprised by a graphical 

interface, developed based on the GridBean specifications, and by a portion of code, written 

in java, which implements the actual translation based on the parameters provided by the 

graphical interface. This second code is separated by the graphical interface code and has to 

be present (as the other tools of the project) on the UNICORE execution node. Translators 

need two parameters to execute the conversion from native format to CDF (input file name 

and output file name), while need another parameter (template file name) to execute the 

conversion from CDF to native format. The template file is a prototype of the native file format 

where the translator will write the data converted from CDF. 

The CDF Translators implemented in the Demonstrator due for D4.2 are those required by the 

following tools: OMEN, Quantum ESPRESSO, TiMeS and OpenMX. 

The Input Panel of each translator has two fields for input and output file names. The two files 

are the native tool file and the same file after CDF conversion, or the opposite. In some cases, 

the panel contains another field where the user has to specify the template file name. The 

template file is used to create the input file of a tool in the workflow, based on the data available 

in CDF from previous calculations. Below the examples of the two types of Input Panel. 

 

While at the moment the rules for the creation of an input file based on the template file are 

hard-coded in the translators code, we plan to implement in the next months a new system 

based on keywords, to increase the efficiency of this step (see in the following). 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 3.5-1 Omen and Quantum ESPRESSO Input Panels 



4 Workflows 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

Two workflows have been implemented in the demonstration version. They are aimed to show 

the capabilities of the system, the validity of the I/O parameters defined in the previous tasks 

and the flexibility of format chosen for CDF. Both the workflows describe the linking between 

a DFT tool and a quantum transport code. 

 

4.2 Linking between DFT tool and quantum transport code: the case of OMEN 

 

This first workflow implements the case of a linking between the DFT tool Quantum 

ESPRESSO (QE) and the quantum transport code OMEN (see Figure 4.2-1). Based on a 

Hamiltonian matrix provided by QE, the OMEN tool solves the NEGF equations to provide 

electronic and transmission information. Since OMEN requires a local-basis representation of 

the Hamiltonian, it is linked to Quantum ESPRESSO through the Wannier90 tool (see D2.1). 

In this way, the DFT Hamiltonians expressed in a plane-wave basis by QE are transformed 

into a maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) basis as produced by the Wannier90 

tool, so that the resulting sparse matrices can be read and processed by OMEN in quantum 

transport applications. Since Wannier90 provides interfaces to most available DFT tools, 

included QE, in order to create the workflow what is needed is to implement the link between 

OMEN and QE and between Wannier90 and  OMEN. Moreover, while the DFT tool generates 

a Hamiltonian describing the primitive unit cell of the nanostructure under consideration, a 

quantum transport code like OMEN needs a Hamiltonian which refers to the whole 

nanostructure (e.g. a nanowire) in order to perform quantum transport calculations. Therefore, 

the OSI takes the output of Wannier90 and directly constructs the Hamiltonian matrix of the 

entire simulation domain; the appropriate routines to implement this step have been 

implemented by ETHZ as a script in a suitable widget inside the OSI. The data that are to be 

exchanged between OMEN and QE and between Wannier90 and OMEN through the OSI are 

summarized in Table 2 of D2.1. 

Figure 4.2-2 shows a screenshot of the designed workflow as it appears in the window of 

UNICORE client.  First, OMEN tool is executed, with the relevant input provided by user. Then 

the output data produced by OMEN (Unit cell data, Initial atom positions) are read as an output 

file and converted in CDF. Next, these specifications are passed to QE tool, after that the 

developed CDF Translator has performed the appropriate conversion from CDF to QE 

proprietary format. Following in the workflow are several executions of QE and Wannier90, 

which perform calculations of DFT Hamiltonian and the conversion to MLWFs, respectively. 

Finally, in the last part of the workflow OMEN reads the DFT Hamiltonian, expressed on a 

localized basis, and is executed. This step is performed after that a dedicated widget, called 

Omen-interface in the workflow, has accomplished the building of the Hamiltonian matrix of 

the entire simulation domain.  

 



 

 

Figure 4.2-1 - Workflow schema 

 

 

Figure 4.2-2 - Workflow in UNICORE Client 



 

4.3 Linking between DFT tool and quantum transport code: the case of TiMeS 

 

In this scheme (see Figure 4.3-1) the designed workflow implements a linking between the DFT 

software tool OpenMX and the tight-binding based tool for quantum transport TiMeS, 

developed in Tyndall. In this workflow, OpenMX generates a DFT Hamiltonian, which is then 

processed by TiMeS. Note that, since OpenMX works on a localized basis, there is no 

necessity of an intermediate step for the Hamiltonian conversion, as in the previous case with 

Wannier 90. 

In Figure 4.3-2 a screenshot of the designed workflow in UNICORE client is reported. First, 

OpenMX is executed, with the relevant input provided by user. Then the Hamiltonian produced 

by OpenMX is read as an output file and converted in CDF. We note here that the use of a 

CDF allows for a generalization of the designed workflow. In fact, it make it possible to 

implement a more general flow of simulation tools, where for example TiMeS could accept 

alternative DFT codes, either in a localized basis or, for the case of plane wave DFT codes, 

in conjunction with Wannier90. The last node in the Workflow is the GridBean of TiMeS, which 

accepts as input the DFT Hamiltonian; thus, the relevant widget, which has been developed 

for the conversion from CDF to TiMeS, is placed in the workflow, in order to provide the 

Hamiltonian information in the correct format readable by TiMeS code. Also in this case we 

note that in this workflow the NEGF process flow currently employed with TiMeS could be 

implemented and executed  with the OMEN tool, provided that OMEN GridBean is substituted 

in the workflow as the transport module, together with the appropriate CDF Translator widget. 

 

 



 

Figure 4.3-1 - Workflow schema 

 

 

Figure 4.3-2 - Workflow in UNICORE Client 

 

 



5 Overview of DEEPEN OSI 
 

In Figure 5-1 a view of the DEEPEN OSI shows the overall schema of the OS multiscale 

environment implemented in the project.  

The simulation tools, such as OMEN, Wannier90, QE, etc. are given access to the OSI only 

through the Gridbean APIs and their respective translators available inside the Rich Client of 

the UNICORE environment. In this way, there is no need to modify the code of the single 

simulation tools to implement the APIs. In case of a new version of a tool, only the Gridbean 

code must be updated, which may be performed even by the manager of the OSI platform, 

based on the tool public documentation. Similarly, data in the OSI are exchanged through the 

CDF translators, so that no information on the tool proprietary format is needed to link two 

different tools. In case of modification of the format of a tool, or when a new tool is included in 

the OSI, only the CDF translator for that tool must be updated, by the owner of the tool or, if 

format specifications are public, even by the manager of the OSI. In addition, since CDF is 

built on the OS HDF library, all the features of HDF APIs are available for I/O operations on 

data files and for the queries on the material database. 

The workflows linking the simulation tools are implemented on the client/server UNICORE 

system, as described earlier. Here, on the client side, the graphical editor allows to build each 

workflow in an interactive way, while the Workflow services deal with the workflow and jobs 

execution. On the server side, the submitted jobs are scheduled for execution through a queue 

manager called SGE that handles the requests and the hardware resources. 

  

  



 

Figure 5-1 – DEEPEN Environment 

  

 

6 Outlook of next activities 

 

In the third year of the Project, Task 4.3 will be dedicated to an overall testing and optimization 

of the environment in order  to check the integration of the simulation tools in the OSI. Each 

workflow will be tested by running each simulation tool with a simple test application. 

Regarding the optimization of the OSI, an effort will be dedicated to increase the degree of 

automation in the Input Panel of the tools: in fact, in some cases it is possible to accomplish 

the configuration of data without the involvement of the user. Another scheduled improvement 

in the OSI is the implementation of a graphical interface where special keywords can be 

defined by the user, to facilitate the transmission of exchanged data along the workflow. (see 

Figure 6-1) These keywords will point to a well defined set of data in the database or in the 

CDF data files. Through keywords, the translator template files (provided in the translators 

Input Panel) can be generalized and tailored according to the necessity of the moment. This 

will increase the flexibility of the OSI, making it easier to switch from one tool to another in the 

workflow structure. 

 



 

Figure 6-1 - Keywords usage 


